Infographic: Digital Marketing
Buyer Behaviour Has Changed
The world of sales and marketing has changed. Over half of the buying cycle is now conducted before the buyer engages with
a sales person making the role of Marketing more critical than ever before.

57-67% of the
Buying Cycle

50% of Buyers
Create A Short-List

92% Start With A
Search Engine

61% Have An
Open Mind

Now takes place
before interacting with an
organisations sales person.

Before they get to the
stage of engaging with a
sales person.

When looking for a
particular product
or solution.

Buyers searching on line,
do not know who they will
purchase from.

Where Do Buyers Go Looking
Buyers no longer wait to be contacted or go searching industry magazines to find potential suppliers,
they go online. So being found online is vital.

86% of IT Buyers
Use Social Media

54% More Leads From
Inbound Activity

53% Engage With
Vendors Social Content

71% of Leads Will
Come From The Web

When researching and
making buying decisions.

Rather than traditional
Outbound Marketing activity.

Over half of potential buyers at
some stage engage with a
vendor’s social content.

It is projected that the web will
account for 71% of originating
leadsource by 2015.

Content Is King
When a buyer finds you, you need to have something to say. Your content needs to be accessible,
it needs to be relevant and it needs to add value to the stage the buyer is at in their buying cycle.

65% of People Are
Visual Learners

67% More Leads
By Blogging

58% Increase in Content
Marketing Budgets

7 Touches Before
Engagement

They prefer an Infographic or a
Slideshare over a White Paper
every day of the week.

Organisations who blog
generate 67% more leads
than those that do not,
buyers are looking for brief but
focused content.

Over half of organisations
now engage a content
marketing specialist and are
spending more than ever before
on creating relevant content.

On average a potential
buyer will access 7 pieces
of content before they are
ready to engage with a
sales person.

Aligning Content
Your content should align your proposition with the buyer persona you are addressing.
Similarly, it should be presented across a combination of media to suit buyer preferences.

Content

Your Proposition

Infographics

Buyers Persona

Video

Content
Distribution

Blogs

Papers & Guides

eBooks

Tweets & Posts

Account-Based
Marketing

Five Golden Rules
1: Start with the Buyer Persona

2: Align Your Proposition

Who are your potential buyers, what are their needs

How does your proposition directly address the

and aspirations, where do they hang-out, how do they

needs of this individual? What do you want them to

prefer to learn.

understand and what really makes you different.

3: Use The Right
Media

4: Don’t Push

5: Maximise
Content

Different content is best served

If you push your product and

Never use content just once.

on different media. Understand

solution, you are more likely to

Take great content, depict it in

which part of the buying cycle

generate push-back. You

an infographic, turn it into a

your content is relevant to and

should focus on telling a story

series of blogs and ensure that

which is the most effective

and provide the potential buyer

you post and tweet it across

medium to get your message

with what they need, not

social channels.

across at this stage.

necessarily what you want to

